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Abstract: 
In this paper, Gough Stewart parallel manipulator with six-degree of freedom used as a model to 
derived the inverse kinematics equations and inverse dynamic equations. The inverse kinematic problem is 
very simple to derive then used to computed the jacobian matrix and the lengths of the linkages to determine 
the path trajectory of the moving platform. The dynamic equation based on the Lagrange method by 
calculated the kinetic and potential energies for the model. The dynamic equation inserted in Simulink block 
as Matlab file lead to computed the forces of the linkages at any time of simulation and can be used to explain 
if the path contain a singularities where the forces increasing very quickly in singular point compare with 
other points during the path of the moving platform. Finally, these blocks can be used in the other models 
with different parameters inputs. 
Keywords: Parallel Robot, Gough-Stewart Manipulator, Matlab, Simulink, Inverse Kinematics, dynamic 
analysis, Lagrange formulation. 
1- Introduction: 
Robots can be considered as the most advanced automatic systems and robotics, as a technique and 
scientific discipline can be considered as the evolution of automation with interdisciplinary integration with 
other technological fields[1]. Robots can be found today in the manufacturing industry, agricultural, military 
and domestic applications, space exploration, medicine, education, information and communication 
technologies, entertainment, etc[2]. There are two types of the robots serial and parallel robot. A serial link 
manipulator consists of a sequence of mechanical links connected together by actuated joints[3], and Parallel 
robots called parallel kinematic machines (PKM)[4], as shown in Fig (1)[5].  
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From this definition, we see that the PKM are composed of different elements: 
• The (fixed) base, which is the fixed element of the robot 
• The (moving) platform on which is usually mounted the end-effector, 
• The kinematic chains, linking the base to the platform, and also called the robot Legs[6]. 
 
Fig (1): Serial and parallel robot. 
In contrast to the open-chain serial manipulators, the dynamic modelling of parallel manipulators 
presents an inherent complexity due to their closed-loop structure and kinematic constraints. Nevertheless, 
the dynamic modelling is quite important for their control, particularly because parallel manipulators are 
preferred in applications where precise positioning and good dynamic performance under a high load are the 
prime requirements[7]. 
The inverse dynamic model gives the motorized joint forces as a function of the position, velocity and 
acceleration of the mobile platform. The direct dynamic model of the robot gives the platform 
acceleration as a function of the state of the robot (platform  position and velocity) and the input forces 
of the active joints[8]. 
In this paper, the Lagrange formulation is employed for solving the inverse dynamics of a Stewart-
Gough manipulator. This method used the concept of Jacobian matrices leads to form of the dynamical 
equations of motion. 
2- Gough Stewart Model: 
A Gough-Stewart parallel manipulator typically consists of a moving platform and a fixed base that 
are connected together by six links. Because of the closed-loop architecture, not all of the joints can be 
independently actuated. In general, the number of actuated joints is equal to the number of degrees of freedom 
of the manipulator. 
In this paper, the model of the manipulator consists of the fixed base and moving platform, six linear 
actuators which are connected to the base by universal joints (have two degrees of freedom) and connected 
with the moving platform by a ball joint (have three degrees of freedom) as shown in Fig (2)[9]. 
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Fig (2): The model of Gough-Stewart manipulator. 
3- Inverse Kinematics Problems (IKP) of Gough-Stewart Manipulator: 
Solving of (IKP) is used to calculate the length of each linkage and its change when the coordinates 
and orientation of the moving platform center is known, from Fig (3) below the length of the linkage (Li) can 
be calculated as a vector as shown in equation (1).  
 
Fig (3): Mechanism of Gough-Stewart manipulator. 
 
𝐿𝑖 = 0
Gr + G LR .
L
iP − 𝑏𝑖 [10]                   i = 1 … 6                                                                   ……(1)      
0
Gr = [𝑋     𝑌     𝑍]𝑇
 
G
LR = 𝑅𝑧(𝛾). 𝑅𝑦(𝛽). 𝑅𝑥(𝛼) = [
𝑟11      𝑟12      𝑟13 
𝑟21      𝑟22      𝑟23
𝑟31      𝑟32      𝑟33
]
            
L
iP = [𝑝𝑥𝑖 𝑝𝑦𝑖 𝑝𝑧𝑖]
𝑇 
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𝑏𝑖 = [𝑏𝑥𝑖 𝑏𝑦𝑖 𝑏𝑧𝑖]
𝑇        
𝑟11=cos(𝛾) cos(𝛽) 
𝑟12=cos(𝛾) sin(𝛽) sin(𝛼)-sin(𝛾) cos(𝛼) 
𝑟13=cos(𝛾) sin(𝛽) cos(𝛼)+sin(𝛾) sin(𝛼)  
𝑟21=sin(𝛾) cos(𝛽) 
𝑟22=sin(𝛾) sin(𝛽) sin(𝛼)+cos(𝛾) cos(𝛼) 
𝑟23=sin(𝛾) sin(𝛽) cos(𝛼)-cos(𝛾) sin(𝛼) 
𝑟31=-sin(𝛽) 
𝑟32=cos(𝛽) sin(𝛼) 
𝑟33=cos(𝛽) cos(𝛼) 
The length of i linkage can be obtained from the equation below which is derived by square equation 
(1): 
𝐿𝑖 = ((𝑋 + (𝑟11 ∗ 𝑝𝑥𝑖) + (𝑟12 ∗ 𝑝𝑦𝑖) + (𝑟13 ∗ 𝑝𝑧𝑖) − 𝑏𝑥𝑖)
2
+ (𝑌 + (𝑟21 ∗ 𝑝𝑥𝑖) + (𝑟22 ∗ 𝑝𝑦𝑖) + (𝑟23 ∗
𝑝𝑧𝑖) − 𝑏𝑦𝑖)
2
+  (𝑍 + (𝑟31 ∗ 𝑝𝑥𝑖) + (𝑟32 ∗ 𝑝𝑦𝑖) + (𝑟33 ∗ 𝑝𝑧𝑖) − 𝑏𝑧𝑖)
2)0.5                 …… (2) 
4- Jacobian Matrix Of The Gough-Stewart Manipulator Robot: 
The Jacobian matrix produce from the relationship between the velocities of the moving platform and 
the movement of the actuators[4]. 
As shown in the geometry of the manipulator in the Fig (4), the link input denoted by ?̇? =
[?̇?1 ?̇?2 ?̇?3 ?̇?4 ?̇?5 ?̇?6]
𝑇, and the output of the platform denoted by ?̇? = [?̇? ?̇? ?̇? ?̇? ?̇? ?̇?]
𝑇
, 
where the linear velocity of the platform ?̇?𝑝 = [?̇? ?̇? ?̇?]
𝑇and the angular velocity of the platform ?̇?𝑝 =
[?̇? ?̇? ?̇?]𝑇. The jacobian matrix (equation 3) can be obtained by derived the velocity of each link as shown: 
 
Fig (4): Scheme of the i leg. 
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𝐽−1 = 
[
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 𝑈𝑥1 𝑈𝑦1 𝑈𝑧1 ((
G
LR ∗  1
LP )  ×  ?⃗? 1)
𝑇
𝑈𝑥2 𝑈𝑦2 𝑈𝑧2 ((
G
LR ∗  2
LP )  ×  ?⃗? 2)
𝑇
𝑈𝑥3
𝑈𝑥4
𝑈𝑥5
𝑈𝑥6
𝑈𝑦3
𝑈𝑦4
𝑈𝑦5
𝑈𝑦6
𝑈𝑧3
𝑈𝑧4
𝑈𝑧5
𝑈𝑧6
((
G
LR ∗  3
LP )  ×  ?⃗? 3)
𝑇
((
G
LR ∗  4
LP )  ×  ?⃗? 4)
𝑇
((
G
LR ∗  5
LP )  ×  ?⃗? 5)
𝑇
((
G
LR ∗  6
LP )  ×  ?⃗? 6)
𝑇
]
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                       ……(3) 
5- Dynamic Equations of Gough stewart: 
The difference between the kinetic and potential energy referred to the Lagragian function[11]:  
ℒ = 𝐾. 𝐸 − 𝑃. 𝐸   
The final Lagrange equation (equation 4) include the mass matrix 𝑀(𝑋), Coriolis matrix 𝐶(𝑋, ?̇?), and 
gravity matrix 𝐺(𝑋) 
𝑀(𝑋)?̈? + 𝐶(𝑋, ?̇?)?̇? + 𝐺(𝑋) =  𝜏                                                                                          …… (4) 
Here the Gough-Stewart manipulator divided into two subsystem the upper moving platform and the 
six legs. The kinetic and potential energy of these subsystems should be computed to derive the dynamic 
equations for the Gough-Stewart manipulator. 
 Dynamic analysis of the upper moving platform: 
Here the Lagrange formulation for the dynamic analysis (equation 66) applied on the moving platform 
for the Gough-Stewart manipulator to obtain its mass matrix (M), Coriolis matrix (𝑉) and gravitational matrix 
(G), which obtained after calculate the kinetic and potential energy for the moving platform as shown in the 
equations below: 
𝑀𝑝𝑙 = [
𝑚𝑝𝑙[I]3𝑋3 03𝑋3
03𝑋3 𝐼𝑝𝑙
]                                                                                                          ……(5) 
       
𝐶(𝑥)𝑝𝑙?̇? =
1
2
[
03𝑋3 03𝑋3
03𝑋3 𝑤𝑝𝑙x𝐼𝑝𝑙
] ?̇?                                                                                                 ……(6) 
 
𝐺𝑝𝑙 = [0 0 𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑔 0 0 0]
𝑇                                                                                            ……(7) 
 Dynamic analysis of the linkages: 
 The dynamic analysis of the linkages of the Gough-Stewart manipulator robot done by decompose 
each linkages into two parts (only rotate motion), the lower part and the upper part (rotate and linear motion) 
as shown in Fig (5). Assuming the center of the masses of each part are considered to be located at 𝑆1 and 𝑆2 
from its ends and their masses denoted by 𝑚1 and 𝑚2. 
This analysis was done by calculating the kinetic energy and potential energy for the linkages to obtain 
the mass, Coriolis, and gravity matrices as below: 
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Fig (5): Two parts of i linkages. 
Where: 
𝑆1: the distance from the lower joint to the center of the lower part of  i leg. 
𝑆2: the distance from the upper joint to the center of the upper part of  i leg. 
𝑚1: the mass of  the lower part of  i leg. 
𝑚2: the mass of  the upper part of  i leg. 
     
𝑀𝐿𝑖 = 𝑚2?⃗? 𝑖?⃗? 𝑖
𝑇
− 𝑚𝑒𝑞?⃗? 𝑖
2
× −
1
|𝐿𝑖|
2 𝐼𝑒𝑞?⃗? 𝑖
2
×                                                                                   ……(8) 
𝐶𝐿𝑖(𝑥𝐿𝑖 ,  ?̇?𝐿𝑖) ?̇?𝐿𝑖  = (−
1
|𝐿𝑖|
2 𝑚2𝑆2?⃗? 𝑖  ?̇?𝐿𝑖
𝑇?⃗? 𝑖
2
× −
2
|𝐿𝑖|
(
1
|𝐿𝑖|
𝑚2𝑆2 −
1
|𝐿𝑖|
2 (𝐼𝑒𝑞 + |𝐿𝑖|
2𝑚𝑒𝑞)) |?̇?𝑖|?⃗? 𝑖
2
×) ?̇?𝐿𝑖      ……(10)      
𝐺𝐿𝑖 =
𝜕𝑃𝐿𝑖
𝜕 𝑥𝐿𝑖
=  𝑔((𝑚1𝑆1 + 𝑚2(|𝐿𝑖| − 𝑆2))?⃗? 𝑖
2
× −𝑚2?⃗? 𝑖?⃗? 𝑖
𝑇
)                                                         ……(11) 
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𝐼𝑒𝑞 = [
𝐼𝑥𝑥1 0 0
0 𝐼𝑦𝑦1 0
0 0 𝐼𝑧𝑧1
] + [
𝐼𝑥𝑥2 0 0
0 𝐼𝑦𝑦1 0
0 0 𝐼𝑧𝑧2
] 
𝑚𝑒𝑞 =
1
|𝐿𝑖|2
(𝑚1𝑆1
2 + 𝑚2𝑆2
2) 
 Dynamic analysis of the whole Gough-Stewart manipulator robot: 
To evaluate the final dynamic equations of the manipulator, the coordinates of the linkages  𝑥𝐿𝑖 in 
terms of the general coordinates of the moving platform  𝑥𝑝𝑙  to obtain the general mass, Coriolis, and gravity 
matrices, which used in Lagrange formulation to find the forces on the linkages. 
 ?̇?𝐿𝑖 = 𝐽𝑖  ?̇?𝑝𝑙                                                                                                                                    ……(12) 
𝐽𝑖 = [ I3×3 −
L
iP ×  ]                                                                                                                 ……(13) 
 ?̈?𝐿𝑖 = 𝐽?̈?𝑝𝑙 + 𝐽 ̇?̇?𝑝𝑙                                                                                                                        ……(14) 
𝐽?̇? = [ 03×3 −(𝑤𝑝𝑙 ×
L
iP ) ×  ] 
= [ 03×3 −𝑤𝑝𝑙 ×
L
iP × +
L
iP  × 𝑤𝑝𝑙 ×]                                                                               ……(15) 
The Lagrange formulation for the linkages can be written as: 
𝑀𝐿𝑖  ?̈?𝐿𝑖 + 𝐶𝐿𝑖 ?̇?𝐿𝑖 + 𝐺𝐿𝑖 = (𝐽
−1)𝑇𝐹𝐿𝑖                                                                                          ……(16) 
𝑀𝐿𝑖(𝐽𝑖?̈?𝑝𝑙 + 𝐽?̇?  ?̇?𝑝𝑙) + 𝐶𝐿𝑖(𝐽𝑖  ?̇?𝑝𝑙) + 𝐺𝐿𝑖 = (𝐽
−1)𝑇𝐹𝐿𝑖                                                                 ……(17) 
Hence the mass, Coriolis, and gravity matrices for whole manipulator can be written as: 
𝑀 = 𝑀𝑝𝑙 + ∑ 𝑀𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑖
𝑖=6
𝑖=1                                                                                                               ……(18) 
𝐶 = 𝐶𝑝𝑙 + ∑ 𝐶𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑖
𝑖=6
𝑖=1                                                                                                                  ……(19) 
𝐺 = 𝐺𝑝𝑙 + ∑ 𝐺𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑖
𝑖=6
𝑖=1                                                                                                                 ……(20) 
(𝐽𝑇)−1(𝑀?̈?𝑝𝑙 + 𝐶 ?̇?𝑝𝑙 + 𝐺 = 𝐹  
Where: 
𝑀𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑖 = 𝐽𝑖
𝑇𝑀𝐿𝑖𝐽𝑖                                                                                                                       ……(21) 
𝐶𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑖 = 𝐽𝑖
𝑇𝑀𝐿𝑖𝐽?̇? + 𝐽𝑖
𝑇𝐶𝐿𝑖𝐽𝑖                                                                                                       ……(22) 
𝐺𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑖 = 𝐽𝑖
𝑇𝐺𝐿𝑖𝐽𝑖                                                                                                                        ……(23) 
 
6- Modeling of the Dynamic equations in Matlab: 
In this paper, the inverse dynamic model in the last equation employed to calculate the forces of the 
linkages, which need to compute the mass, Coriolis, gravity, and jacobian matrices based on the input 
parameters, the overall modeling of the dynamic analysis have been done in the Matlab software (Simulink 
blocks), which represented in the Fig (6). 
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Fig (6): Dynamic model in Simulink. 
The subsystems of the inputs parameters include position, orientation, translation and angular 
velocities, and translation and angular acceleration for the center of the moving platform, as shown in the Fig 
(7), Fig(8), and Fig (9), lead to commuted the forces in the last block Fig (6). 
 
Fig (7): Position and orientation coordinates. 
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Fig (8): Translation and angular velocities. 
 
Fig (9): Translation and angular acceleration. 
And the subsystems of the dynamic equations consist of invers kinematics blocks to compute the 
lengths, Jacobian block, mass matrix, Coriolis matrix, and gravity matrix, Fig (10) and Fig (11). 
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Fig (10): Inverse kinematics and jacobian blocks. 
 
Fig (11): Mass, Coriolis, and Gravity matrices in Simulink. 
7- Results and Discussion: 
The position and orientation (X, Y, Z, α, β, γ) used in the these analysis represented in Fig (12), while 
the linear and angular velocities obtained by the first derivative to the input parameters Fig(13) and the linear 
and angular acceleration from the second derivative for these parameters Fig (14). 
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Fig (12): Inputs parameters. 
 
 
Fig (13): Results of velocities. 
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Fig (14): Results of acceleration. 
From the inverse kinematics, equation can be obtained the lengths of the links from initial to final 
position Fig (15) and the position and orientation of the moving platform shown in Fig (16). 
 
Fig (15): Results of lengths of the linkages. 
 
Fig (16): Platform at initial and final position. 
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In the Fig (17) represents the determinant of the Jacobian matrix at any time, which is very necessary 
to explain if the trajectory of the moving platform from initial to final position contain a singular point (at 
det (Jacobian)=zero) 
 
Fig (17): Results of the determinant of the Jacobian matrix. 
The links forces result from the inverse dynamic analysis by Lagrange formulation explain in the Fig 
(18). 
 
Fig (18): Results of the Linkages forces. 
From the above results, there are a high increase in the forces between time 8 and 9 due to the 
determinant of the Jacobian matrix equal to zero, this mean a singular point appear the trajectory of the 
moving platform. 
8- Conclusion: 
1- The invers dynamic analysis used to calculate forces of the links during the motion of the moving 
platform. 
2-  The dynamic equations derived by using Lagrange formulation, which required determining the kinetic 
and potential energy of each moving part. 
3-  In addition, the Jacobian matrix derived from the kinetic analysis where the equations of the dynamic 
multiply by the jacobian matrix. 
4-  After derived the mass, Coriolis, gravity, and jacobian matrices inserted in the Simulink blocks in Matlab 
software to get the actuators forces. 
5-  These forces may be  increased suddenly due to the singular point during the path of the trajectory when 
the determinant of the jacobian matrix equal to zero as shown in the above figures. 
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